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Abstract
As the world begins to move out of the COVID-19 pandemic, there is a
heightened awareness of breathing as a complex motor task – both automatic and
deliberate in nature. My research for this thesis project studies how unique personal
breathing habits affect the body and, in turn, how the body affects breath, specifically in
the ballet aesthetic. While in modern dance the breath is often embedded in the training,
for American ballet it is not as thoroughly engrained. As a dance educator, I find ballet
dancers often rely on the automatic nature of the action rather than accessing and
exploring the breath phrase of their movement to bring greater authenticity and total body
awareness to their dancing. In this MFA project, I investigate the dancer as a physical
storyteller and breath as the catalyst for this whole-body engagement. This thesis project
explores how breath patterns can inform the body in motion and be used as a
choreographic and storytelling tool.
Collaborative efforts from the dancers and composer regarding their relationship
to breath formed the foundation from which this choreographic process developed. The
creative presentation portion of my thesis project titled Breath Taking is organized into
five sections, reflective of the varied ways dancers relate to breath. Danced en pointe and
en terre, this work reveals how breath can further enhance ballet dancers' fluidity of
movements, relationship to music, and connectivity to other dancers while performing.
My academic research regarding breathwork and my study of breath integration in select
somatic practices and modern dance techniques offers implications that attention to
breath needs to be an integral element of American ballet pedagogy.
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Introduction
As a college ballet instructor since 2005, I have seen students struggle with a
deeply rooted notion that ballet technique is an ever-shifting competition to be won. In an
effort to conform to the aesthetic of the form, college-aged dancers with otherwise
beautiful and carefree spirits assume an unnatural physical mask when they enter the
ballet studio, stifling their ability to move with breath and intention. Ballet technique
becomes something to be conquered, not enjoyed. As a teacher, I am often left fighting
against ideals of perfectionism as I try to remind students why they chose to dance in the
first place. Additional pressures, including social media dance icons who provide a
mainstay of what is expected in the field, champion idolized and frozen images of ballet
dancers that can supersede the very exploration of this moving art. As a teacher of
technique, I strive to help my students reframe their ideas about ballet and bring forward
a greater understanding of their moving self in the process. To do so, I invite dancers to
explore ballet through the lens of internal and external connection to space and form,
creating genuine engagement between mover and viewer as a primary goal. Breath
connects our inner and outer worlds and breathwork encompasses a range of conscious,
controlled breathing methods designed to enhance physical, spiritual, and mental health.
In this MFA thesis project, I anchored my ballet-centered choreographic endeavor in
breathwork principles more often connected to somatic and modern dance practices.
To engage in this process, I collaborated with musician Michael Wall, a composer
and multi-instrumentalist who has worked closely with dancers, choreographers and
dance educators for more than twenty-five years. Wall has a “growing catalog of over
500 pieces of music made specifically for movement” (Wall). He created an original
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score for this thesis project which helped shape and support my methodology. As for the
choreography, I explored breathwork and guided movement improvisations to develop a
dance vocabulary rooted in ballet technique. My creative process was further supported
by discovering how other techniques, including that of August Bournonville (19th
century Royal Danish Ballet director and choreographer), José Limón and Martha
Graham (20th century modern dance choreographers), employed the strategic use of
breath in their repertoire. With this variety of breath-inspired movement textures, the
resulting dance I choreographed as the creative portion of my thesis project, titled Breath
Taking, affirmed my initial hunch that breath practices have a vital place in ballet
technique and performance. Once my students began to breathe, intentionally and with as
varied textures as they would with any other of their steps, they revealed themselves as
humans who harmonized with one another, not merely as objects moving through space.
Rationale
Contemporary choreography demands that dancers develop a highly versatile
physicality; unfortunately, ballet technique as it is taught and conceived has often not
kept up, confirming the stereotype of its being a stiff or robotic form. Ballet performance
lends itself to critique of external shapes defined by the form’s codification.
Unfortunately, the ballet dancer is often in service to the technique, holding their breath
to the point that the artist disappears and only a technician remains. Once this happens,
the humanity of the movement is lost; the viewer can no longer relate. The fact that ballet
consists of a codified system does not mean the dancer needs to grow stiff. Rather it is the
fantasy of ballet, with its regal history and hierarchical structure of power that is the
problem. A shift of intention is necessary for the ballet dancer to develop artistically,
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from the desire to adhere to a deepening experience of the movement itself. Mindful use
of breath in movement counters mechanical execution; while ballet has structure it is also
vitally amenable to breath. The form does not have to stop being ballet to include breath
and the individualizing impulse that breath involves and implies. The contention of this
thesis is that breathing practice should be brought forward in ballet pedagogy as a
primary component of technique and performance, as it can influence a dancer’s
musicality, phrasing, and capacity for physical clarity and expression.
In his essay “The Swan in Zurich,” American literary critic R.P. Blackmur (1904–
1965) states that “we Americans – and in our ballet as much as anywhere – tend to stop
when we have reached ‘technical’ perfection; that is, we decide on our perfections ahead
of time” (358). The paralyzing idea that we have a preconceived notion of what
perfection is before we even dare to embark on the journey resonates with me when I
think of my collegiate students training in the American Midwest. The foundational
dance elements of alignment, balance, and weight placement can be put aside for mere
shape, which then molds the body’s physiological response. This problem is perpetuated
throughout technique class because students hone in on the positions in their movement
combinations like products on a mechanized assembly line. These practices are
reinforced when teachers champion movement consistency and uniformity as desirable
traits for future success in the ballet field. Working for perfection in the root sense:
something that is finished, done and thus static, does not allow one to stay in the moment,
where breath resides.
The spatial dynamics of a traditional ballet studio reflect those of the seventeenth
century French court and do little to support the cultivation of the dancer’s own agency:
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the teacher maintains a powerful stance at the front of the room while dancers are placed
in fixed positions at ballet barres on the fringe of the space or in geometric formations in
center combinations. The mirror reflects all that is deemed deficient and in need of the
teacher’s “correction,” and at class’s end the dancers engage in a reverence or bow that
perpetuates subservient relationships between the student/teacher and student/artform.
Class tradition employs a hierarchical arrangement, teacher at the top like the king to his
subjects, and God to the king. That ancien régime relic developed during the 17th century
French courts of Louis XIV remains in the ballet ethos.
As a teacher I have my own preconceived notions of “technical perfection,” and
they do not excite me. While I value its function, in my opinion, ballet technique is not
the aim; it is merely a structure on which the dancer may play. I believe the idea of play
is key to breathing life into my classes and making ballet a relevant part of the dance
artist’s complete physical practice. When a child is at play, they move from the inside
out, and an essence of satisfying joy permeates their world, but above all the child moves
through space freely with only the authentic self in evidence, with no regard for what is
perceived as correct. Dance, even ballet, can offer the same curious and satisfying
physical exploration.
Research
Physical Practice Research
I first became interested in breathwork as it relates to dance movement while
studying Bartenieff Fundamentals with Claire Porter in her Laban Movement Analysis
class at Montclair State University in Summer 2021. Dance Therapy pioneer Irmgard
Bartenieff (1900–1981) was a student of Rudolf von Laban (1879–1958) and applied his
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movement theories to develop her principles of Fundamentals which “support the body to
facilitate functional, expressive and efficient movement experiences" (“Bartenieff
Fundamentals”). I was inspired to continue my breathwork research after completing this
course and explored the vocal breath preparation which leads into the Bartenieff
Fundamentals: Basic 6 exercises as well as breath exercises created by somatic
practitioners Eric Franklin (Franklin Method), Moshé Feldenkrais (Feldenkrais Method),
Irene Dowd (neuromuscular retrainer), and Andrea Olsen (experiential anatomy). I found
this work supported my pedagogical goals as ballet instructor and I began incorporating
mindful breath awareness into my teaching practice.
Supporting research conducted for this project included two months of weekly
Zoom Feldenkrais classes and a 6-week online workshop through the Therapeutic Art of
Movement Institute titled “Breath and Touch: Breath Touches Us, Touch Breathes Us,”
which explored breath through Body Mind Centering (BMC), Laban Bartenieff
Movement System (LBMS), and Contact Improvisation (CI). These bodywork
experiences afforded me mindful time to physically explore my personal relationship
with breath. I found it surprisingly difficult to slow down and allow space for my breath
to move from shallow and automatic to a more intentional and thorough experience in my
body. I conversed virtually with colleagues from across the United States and Europe
about the intersections of breath and touch in dance training, dance movement therapy,
and in our daily lives. These talks broadened my personal understanding of breath as a
vital component of somatic study and helped me articulate the variety of breath which
can be present in the body. I brought concepts from these virtual sessions into rehearsals
for this choreographic project for further exploration and application. It was fascinating
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to see how eager the student dancers were to dive into ballet concepts through a somatics
lens.
Best Practices in Breathwork
The muscles used for breathing can be controlled through two different parts of
the brain, involuntarily through the brainstem or voluntarily from the motor cortex. There
are a variety of breathing techniques popular to reduce stress, asthmatic symptoms and in
meditative practices. According to James Nestor author of the New York Times bestseller
Breath: The New Science of a Lost Art, research shows that the “most efficient breathing
rhythm occurred when both the length of respirations and total breaths per minutes were
locked into a spooky symmetry: 5.5-second inhales followed by 5.5-second exhales,
which works out almost exactly to 5.5 breaths per minute. This was the same pattern as
the rosary” (83). This breath pattern became known as “resonant breathing” also known
as the Coherent Breathing Method developed by Stephen Elliott in 2005. Nestor explains
that humans are a species of over-breathers and that the practice of slow breathing with
“fewer inhales and exhales in smaller volume” (86) increases blood flow and “places the
heart, lungs, and circulations into a state of coherence, where the systems of the body are
working at peak efficiency” (221).
An additional component of effective breathing is the coordination of the breath
cycle for full exhalation. I found that many of the ballet dancers I worked with for this
project exercised a shallow inhalation while dancing. Using the accessory muscles of
respiration to help draw air into your lungs when breathless results in tense shoulders,
restricted rib cage, braced back and overall poor breathing coordination. A fully released
exhale allows for the diaphragm to descend more easily and become “accustomed to (a)
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wider range so that deep and easy breathing [can become] unconscious” (Nestor, 64). The
dancers I worked with had limited understanding of how their diaphragm and intercostal
muscles facilitated breathing and in turn how this central life action impacted their
dancing. I employed Jessica Wolf’s video animation “The Art of Breathing” as a visual
aid to show the dancers how bones, muscles, lungs, and organs move together in
respiration. This animation shifted many of the dancers’ perception of breath from a onedimensional to a three-dimensional capacity for movement. Registered Somatic
Movement Therapists (RSMT) and Educators (RSME) Karen Studd and Laura Cox
explain that in optimal breathing “on the inhalation our inner space is expanded in all
three dimensions; our length, our width and our depth” (Studd and Cox 28).
Breathwork in Somatic Practices
Breathwork is deeply connected to the somatic methodologies I have practiced
such as yoga, Pilates, Bartenieff Fundamentals, Gyrokinesis, and Feldenkrais Method.
Laban/Bartenieff Movement System teacher and co-author of Everybody is a Body,
Karen Studd refers to breath as a baseline experience; “the way one breathes becomes a
part of one’s unique personal movement signature” (27). In this way breath action is
linked to our pattern of phrasing and is at the base of inner/outer experience. While
postural alignment and form are related to the foundational aspect of breath, positions are
explored rather than performed in somatic practices compared to concert dance. Breath
function also relates to our perception of time; breath flow in somatic work becomes
integral in developing a sense of personal rhythm in movement as an ongoing
progression. Rudolf von Laban’s Effort Theory describes the dynamics of human
movement; time effort is the treatment of time within the continuum of two opposite
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extremes: sustained versus quick. Somatic practices embody the breath in action and
dancers can use this as a tool to develop greater breath phrasing, timing, and movement
choices.
Use of Breath in Other Dance Techniques
My research has highlighted a distinct difference between ballet in the United
States and elsewhere in the world. Further research would be needed to determine the
root of this divide. I speculate America’s decentralized ballet training which supports a
variety of pedagogical perspectives, coupled with its technical, step-focused competition
culture, as well as the celebrated image of Balanchine’s ballerina as the diva of
abstraction are partly to blame. I looked to various dance artists in both ballet and modern
dance who incorporated breath as an integral component of their practice.
I was inspired by how breath appears in the work of Japanese-born modernist
choreographer Michio Itō (1892–1961); the Jooss-Leeder Method, created by German
choreographers Kurt Jooss (1901–1979) and Sigurd Leeder (1902–1981), which
incorporates Rudolf Laban’s basic analysis of movement; Finis Jhung Technique, created
by American dancer and choreographer Finis Jhung (1937– ) which applies principles of
Buddhism to ballet training; and the choreography of European-based contemporary
choreographers Pina Bausch (1940–2009) and William Forsythe (1949- ), in addition to
the techniques (Bournonville, Limón, and Graham) highlighted below. Breath is rarely
discussed as a component of American ballet technique, study, or performance. In the era
where there is an increased interest in dance science, it may be possible to reframe ballet
steps so humanistic qualities are not lost in the pursuit of a classical approach. Mindful
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use of breath can provide a bridge both in pedagogy and performance so ballet
vocabulary may continue to be a relevant component of dance education.
Bournonville Method
August Bournonville (1805–1879) was a dancer, choreographer, and directed The
Royal Danish Ballet 1830–1877. He created a repertoire of over fifty works as well as a
school. His 1836 version of the ballet La Sylphide, derived from the 1832 Paris Opera
version created by Fillippo Taglioni, is one of the world’s oldest surviving ballets and
epitomizes the notion of breathiness and romanticism.
Of the codified ballet techniques Bournonville, Vaganova, and Cecchetti, the first
offers a path to breath pattern development similar to that of somatic study. Bournonville
training principles focus on three primary performance aspects, all of which connect to
use of the breath: “natural grace, dramatic impact and harmony between body and
movement” (Teeuwissen). The weekly repetition of the Bournonville School’s set
curriculum offers the student training similar to the somatic practices described in the
previous section, specifically with respect to personal breath rhythm and breath pattern
exploration. According to Dance Research Journal author Rhonda Ryman, Bournonvilletrained principal dancer of the Royal Danish Ballet Erik Bruhn stressed that in his day
Bournonville technique “was more of a choreographic style than a teaching method. His
training consisted of performing the six daily classes with hardly a change, from the day
he entered the school as a child until he graduated” (34). Additionally, there is a specific
musical accompaniment for each enchaînement, which according to dance critic Walter
Terry provides “hints as to accentuation and phrasing, inspiring each dancer to rediscover
the intricacies of a sequence” (Ryman 34).
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Bournonville laid out in his own words, translated by Patricia N. McAndrew in
1979, his thoughts on balancing the technical and performance aspects of ballet
technique:
The Dance can, with the aid of music, rise to the heights of poetry. On the other
hand, through an excess of gymnastics it can also degenerate into buffoonery. Socalled "difficult" feats can be executed by countless adepts, but the appearance of
ease is achieved only by the chosen few. The height of artistic skill is to know
how to conceal the mechanical effort and strain beneath harmonious calm.
Mannerism is not character, and affectation is the avowed enemy of grace. Every
dancer ought to regard his laborious art as a link in the chain of beauty, as a useful
ornament for the stage, and this, in turn, as an important element in the spiritual
development of nations. (Teeuwissen)

Holding tension in the body, which can be linked to holding of the breath, would prevent
the ‘appearance of ease’ Bournonville refers to here. Assistant professor of dance history
at University of Copenhagen and dance critic at the Danish Daily Information, Anne
Middelboe Christensen offers insight to the use of the torso in Bournonville technique. In
her article, “More Difficult Than it Seems” Christensen states:
The Bournonville style has its secret in the épaulement; in the way the dancer
carries the upper body. A Bournonville dancer thus tries to bend the upper body,
often towards the working leg in order to emphasize the movement of the leg and
the foot … steps often have a floating ease about them. Bournonville never
created from-corner-to-corner-choreography. Instead, he let the dancers move
forwards and backwards again and again in the same variation, using the complete
area of the stage and not caring about the breath of the dancer.

It stands to reason that Bournonville engaged the breath in his pedagogy and repertoire by
demanding a mobile upper body carriage resulting in a buoyant technique. However,
there is a bit of a gap between Bournonville’s reference that dancers need to conceal
effort and Christensen’s claim that Bournonville did not care about the breath of the
dancer. I believe that Bournonville may not have spoken about breath specifically, but
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that his focus on ease and a mobile upper body carriage actually required using breath
consistently and efficiently.
I interviewed former Royal Danish Ballet dancer Alba Nadal who stated that
breath was an integral part of her experience performing Bournonville repertoire. Nadal
danced with the Royal Danish Ballet for fourteen seasons 2004–2019 as a corps de ballet
member performing soloist and principal roles. According to Nadal, the breath allowed
her to use her energy efficiently in each moment so the lungs, muscles and body in
general did not experience extreme fatigue which increased her capacity for performance
endurance and as a result enjoyment:
Breath jumps me directly into the moment: using specifically the exhalation with
the plié, the bending of the elbow and ease of the upper chest allows a tremendous
sense of flow for me. It allows the body to be ready to anticipate movement with
ease. Secondly, an extremely important aspect of breath awareness in the kind of
roles as in Bournonville ballets is the acting. Combining the demands of highly
technical ballet with acting increases the challenges for how one breathes and the
amount of oxygen reaching the muscles throughout the body. Breathing allows
you to be grounded, natural, present and react to what is happening on stage in the
moment — what other dancers are expressing to you in their roles and your
physical storytelling response. (Nadal)

My Bournonville research confirmed that American ballet pedagogy has the
capacity for greater breath use as employed by American modern dancers. I chose to
analyze José Limón and Martha Graham modern dance techniques, both well-known for
their treatment of breath in their movement practice and performance. José Limón (1908–
1972) related breath to gravity, falling, and recovering while Martha Graham (1894–
1991) focused on expelling breath in torso contraction to inform movement choices.
Limón Technique
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Daniel Lewis, soloist of the José Limón Dance Company from 1962–1974 and
artistic director of the company 1972–1974, addresses the incorporation of breath in
Limón technique throughout his textbook The Illustrated Dance Technique of José Limón
originally published in 1984. In the section outlining “The Limón Style,” Lewis describes
how the “turns, balances, lunges, and soaring leaps [of Limón’s dancers seem] to be the
irrepressible physical expression of the human spirit” (34). He goes on to express how
“the Limón dancer continually confronts gravity, exploring the spectrum of movement
that exists…between the moment of suspension just as the body is airborne and the
moment the body falls or sinks to the earth” (35). Lewis cites a dance critic who viewed
the Limón Dance Company in a 1972 performance and described the quality of the
dancers’ fall and recovery motion as “the interplay of vertical movements is a breathing
quality which infuses the dance with life itself” (35). This reaction is reflective of
Limón’s commitment to crafting an expansive movement language which utilizes the
human body at its fullest capacity rooted in the fall and recovery concept developed by
his mentor Doris Humphrey and grounded in use of breath.
In the chapter “Definitions and Preparatory Exercises,” Lewis defined the
prolonged high point before the fall as “suspension,” a movement concept originated in
Humphrey-Weidman technique:
A suspension is a heightening of potential energy — a “breath” — at the peak of
movement. When you take a breath, the body fills with air and the oppositional
pulls between head, hands and feet elongate, or extend. You are trying to create
this feeling of breath, without actually taking a deep breath, at the suspended
moment. By suspending a movement at its high point, you create both the internal
and external impression that the body is floating. (Lewis 44)
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In the preparatory exercises that follow, Lewis describes using breath to expand the chest
cavity and align the spine: “[T]ake a deep breath…let the breath out slowly, hissing as
you exhale…repeat breathing normally, and try to create the same sensation of filling
with air…. You should feel very tall and properly aligned” (45). He also cues breath in
exercises involving rebound: “As you arrive at the top [of the fall and rebound action],
take a breath in order to suspend the movement for just a moment” (48). Throughout the
remainder of the textbook, Lewis notes breath in preparatory, suspension, and rebound
moments for center and across-the-floor exercises. Additionally, Lewis’ Limón class ends
with a breath-focused exercise to bring the body into proper alignment.
In a personal interview, Colin Connor, soloist with the Limón Dance Company
for 8 years and the organization’s artistic director from 2016–2020, described the human
body as a “stringed instrument that uses breath to make it play.” To impart Limón breath
use for students in his classes he recalled, “I often have folks feel their pulse (percussive
rhythm) and their breath and try to sense them together. Both are not mathematically
relational, but they and their rhythms are essential to each other and support each other.
And do that our entire lives.” He shared a 1986 performance video of the duet “A time to
keep silence, and a time to speak” from Limón’s There is a Time that illustrates a very
clear contrast between the overarching breath rhythm of the female ‘Silence’ (Bambi
Anderson) and the strong metric rhythm of the male ‘Speak’ (Colin Connor) dancing the
duet together.
As a ballet dancer Limón technique excites me. The use of momentum and the
sensation of fall and recovery are often featured in classical ballet pas de deux rather than
solo work. The use of breath “and its influence on movement; the impact of weight on
individual body parts and how that creates expression” (Legg) was intriguing as I sought
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to explore the possible transference of some of these ideas to the ballet idiom. In the
movement invention phase of this choreographic thesis, I played with suspended
moments that become available when dancing off center en pointe. I also explored
framing movement as phrases tied to breath rather than individual percussive steps.
Special attention was given to the treatment of time with respect to the musical phrase;
movement intention shifted when breath became the driving initiative rather than strictly
adhering to counts. Limón’s ideas of breath and movement coordination inspired the
dancers to free their approach to ballet movement.
Graham Technique
The foundation of the Martha Graham technique is a method of breathing known
as ‘contraction and release.’ Modern dancer and author Ernestine Stodelle recalled in her
biography Deep Song: The Dance Story of Martha Graham,
As a teacher, Martha did not ask [the dancers] to imitate her, but to feel the
movement as their own. Nor did she ask for perfection of line as a ballet teacher
would. In her search for telling gesture, she was relentless with herself as well.
Leading them, she demonstrated her theory of contraction and release: how
movement springs from the body’s center, the mid-torso, where the breath resides.
With a letting out of breath, the diaphragm spasmodically contracts, forcing
movement inward and backward in a concave curve of the spine. Breath indrawn
is released in a ripple of motion, spiraling upward and outward through the torso,
neck, and arms. Total action involves the body at all times, seated, standing, or
traveling through space. (Stodelle 56-57)

David Hochoy joined the Martha Graham Dance Company in 1980, advanced to
soloist in 1982, was made rehearsal director 1986-1989, and has been on faculty at the
Martha Graham School since 1982. In my own interview with Hochoy, he expanded on
how the Graham approach to breath is introduced: “In teaching basic, beginning level
Graham technique we say put your hands on your ribs; let's breathe and let us see what
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happens to your rib cage when you inhale and you exhale. That action is the whole
movement of the torso around the breath; it is the foundation of Graham technique.”
Hochoy also talked about his own experience as a student in the Graham School
in the early 1980s: “In those days we were all taught to be individuals. You had to find a
way of doing the technique, you had to be correct of course, but you had to also find your
own way of doing it.” He explained that the technique grew out of Graham’s invention;
she experimented, and that experimentation grew into the codified technique we know
today. Hochoy also said the whole technique was based on the “externalization of the
inner self, revealing what is inside of you.” He believes that students today relate to this
concept even more deeply then when he was dancing, “the advent of the hip-hop
movement, TikTok and social media have made students much more tuned into
discovering some sort of personal awareness, they want an internal discovery, they’re
dying for it, they’re searching for it. Graham is much more geared to the individual.” My
conversation with Hochoy supported my desire to incorporate breath as the catalyst for
whole body engagement so the dancers could find greater connection to the
externalization of their inner selves in ballet movement.
Methodology
As my research was centered on breath, so was my methodology. The use of
breath correlated to increasing the empowerment of my dancers in rehearsal. Breathing
consciously is a form of taking control of one’s body. A primary challenge I had in the
choreographic process was equalizing the power dynamic in the studio, so the dancers
felt a greater sense of agency. The women working on this project are well-trained,
accustomed to taking movement direction in a graded educational setting and are
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comfortable dancing contemporary abstract works where the dancer is seen as an object
used for choreographic vision. My performance project Breath Taking invited all
participant dancers to engage in a collaborative process that allowed for more vulnerable
movement and artistic choices than usual, often centered on use of personal breath and
collective breath.
Breath Use in Ballet Dancers (Collegiate Sample)
As I began to contemplate how to best target the use of breath in ballet, it
occurred to me that while we all breathe, dancers access breathing in a variety of ways. I
felt it was important for me to learn how the dancers thought about breath while
practicing ballet. My goal was to gather information from each individual as a baseline
from which they would be able to reflect back to see if they achieved greater breath use
in the ballet form.
When asked at the start, “How do you use/think about your breath when you
dance ballet technique?” most dancers answered that they thought about breath during
non-locomotor balanced moments rather than when the body was in motion or that they
did not actively think about breath at all (Survey of Participant Breath Use in Ballet). A
couple of students admitted that they held their breath in an effort to “engage the abs and
suck in my stomach so that I don’t ruin the aesthetic” (Survey of Participant Breath Use
in Ballet). Many said they tended to take shallow uneven breaths in ballet class to mask
their physical exertion (Survey of Participant Breath Use in Ballet). In an interview for
the documentary “Tracing LINES with Alonzo King” by Franck Thibault, the
contemporary dancemaker and artistic director of Alonzo King LINES Ballet states “we
are a triumvirate of body, mind, spirit and [dancers] need to bring all three, which is a
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lot.” My approach to Breath Taking has been that breath is the thread that can connect
body, mind and spirit and also bring greater movement authenticity.
Application of Breathwork Principles
As I began to think about incorporating breathwork practice into this
chorographic project, I recognized that the primary directives I received in my own
training were additive, after the movement was already set. This implied that the breath
was not integral to the movement but a mere enhancement. I wanted directed breath as an
integral component of ballet technique to better support the movement intention. I began
researching breathwork principles and approaches which would support my creative
effort.
I recognized that the dancers would most likely feel a sense of vulnerability due to
the connectivity of breath and the nervous system. I utilized an additive approach to this
work by stressing that my aim was not to strip away any movement patterns already in
place, but rather to provide an awareness and encourage a larger physical capacity for
information to be added to their movement toolbox. We engaged in a variety of breathing
exercises including a “tuning-in to breath” warm-up giving the dancers the opportunity to
perceive breath in their body at rest (Hackney) and Bartenieff Breath Preparation, which
uses vocalized vowel sounds moving up the torso from lower abdomen to the base of the
skull to bring awareness to these different areas of the spine and trunk. The vocal exercise
also provided dancers the opportunity to experience “how breath supports the action of
speech” (Studd and Cox 29). In addition, we practiced exercises designed to increase
breathing coordination, capacity for exhalation and tempo of breath, such as those
outlined in Breathing for Peak Performance: Functional Exercises for Dance, Yoga, and
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Pilates by Eric Franklin, to provide greater mind-body connectivity before rehearsals.
These somatic practices provided a baseline foundation for how the dancers would build
an understanding of their personal breath.
Then we began on movement ideas. The first was the breath phrase used in Limón
technique. As Colin Connor described it to me, phrasing involves both the heartbeat and
breathing cycle. Each has a unique rhythm, and both are necessary for life; dance
technique is the percussive heartbeat, and the breath phrase rides on top of that effort.
This metaphor provided the dancers a much-needed grounding point for making breath a
foundational element in performance. I played with incorporating greater use of
exhalation in movement through familiar classical ballet lines, such as arabesque and
chaîné turns, and noted how breath use informed the dancers’ relationship to the music
and each other. Priority shifted from technical execution to experiential activity as the
dancers gained trust in their coordination of breath and movement; this in turn offered me
greater opportunity to choreograph with texture as the dancers began revealing unique
movement imprints reflective of their personality and style.
I sought opportunities in the choreography for greater emphasis on the breath
cycle’s exhalation phase, which could present as percussive or sustained depending on
the time effort employed in the movement. The exhale could also be informed by the
tempo of the inhalation preceding it which provided the dancers with a variety of ways to
texturize breath in movement. Ideas of roundedness, suspension, momentum, swing,
open, closing, and release permeated the project’s movement exploration phase, and
became a foundation for the choreography.
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I choreographed five explorations of breathwork as experienced in dance:
autobiographical breath, breath and spoken word, cardiovascular breath, patterned breath,
and collective breath. Each breath relationship highlights a different way breath can be
experienced in the moving body – a spectrum of possibilities available to the ballet
dancer.
Analysis of Breath Taking
Section 1: Autobiographical Breath
This first section incorporates movement patterns and gestures generated by the
dancers through a series of guided improvisations which investigated their relationship to
personal breath. During these exploratory movement sessions, I noted the dancers wanted
to move quietly and in a reflective manner, when prompted, to physicalize the movement
of breath in their body. They demonstrated elements of body opening and closing,
suspension as well as spiraling and rocking motions. While there seemed to be an
underlying pulse akin to the heartbeat that motivated movement choices, the tendency
was toward expansion within each personal kinesphere.
The music weaves together the dancers’ recorded breath with chimes and piano
for a supportive openness in the auditory space. The chimes’ irregular rhythm at the
beginning allowed the dancers opportunity to initiate gestures on select tones which then
had time to develop as the sounds resonated through the space. In my collaboration with
Michael Wall, I had said I envisioned a quiet and reflective opening to this section later
giving way to a more expansive use of the body as breath informed the movement by
expanding and contracting the torso in varied directions.
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I developed an entrance for all nine dancers reflective of the interplay between the
tempos of the heart and breath that Connor had explained to me. The first trio to enter the
stage represents the breath and moves with personal gestures rooted in breath associations
using the throat and upper chest. These bound movements give way to spiraling motions
that envelop and enclose the space, reflective of the breath moving through the lungs.
Conversely, the remaining six dancers walk into the space with a more percussive tempo
indicative of the heartbeat. As the music builds the dancers move collectively in
formations towards, away, and weaving through one another until they disperse and
reconnect to their individual breath rhythm; each an individual element of a greater
movement organism.
Themes of nature and water influenced this section, with Doris Humphrey’s
Water Study an inspiration. Humphrey's use of body curves in the vertical space as well
as the ensemble’s general softening of their torsos through breath facilitated an ebb and
flow effect. In response to the driving force of the music Wall created for Section 1, I
built themes using ballet vocabulary which targeted body momentum and how breath
affects movement of the arms, taking the torso ‘off-center,’ and body suspension in turns
and leaps. I played with time effort, giving the dancers the opportunity to move in canon
which heightened their awareness of each other and allowed movement dynamics to
depart from the music’s tempos. The dancers used their breath to ‘listen to one another’
and extended gesture, movement and phrases to enliven the space.
For Section 1’s second half, the music incorporates a pump organ and vocals.
There was a beautiful tension between the pump organ and the voice riding above it,
much like movement riding on the breath. The choreography reflected my observations
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of the dancers’ individual breath patterns and linked these ideas to Bartenieff total body
connectivity concepts of core-distal, body-half, and contralateral organization. I had
exposed the dancers to Bartenieff Fundamentals, with breath flow as an initiator of
movement. My choice to have the dancers exhale using a “SSSSSS” sound as they
descend to the floor encouraged full exhalation from all, resulting in further softening of
the torso as they yielded into the floor.
Section 2: Breath and Spoken Word
Many contemporary choreographers use movement and spoken word. My first
experiment in this direction was a short duet I made with fellow MFA candidate Margot
de La Barre for Claire Porter’s Laban Movement Analysis and Application course in my
second year of graduate school at Montclair State University. As an experienced
Broadway singer-dancer, Margot taught me a great deal about how to manage the
exhalation phase while dancing, as vocalization rides on the exhaling effort. After our
duet performance, I felt the heaving movements of my chest (ribs and abdominal
muscles) from engaging in vocalization in a way that I was more accustomed to feeling
after swimming. This invigorating experience inspired me to use spoken word in Breath
Taking.
I crafted a narrative with dancer Jodie Cone for a solo which incorporated
movement and voice. I asked Jodie to think of a personal story she would be willing to
share and recorded her telling it to me a couple of times. I noted the inflections in her
voice and her physical gestures when speaking to me. I then arranged her words into a
script that reflected the arc of the story and allowed space for gesture, movement and
spoken word.
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Moving and speaking at the same time was new for Jodie, and we worked to
identify how she could use her breath to support her voice as well as movement. Through
the rehearsal process her sense of breath developed and energized her performance. In
Dancing with Voice, A Collaborative Journey Across Disciplines, Joan Melton, a pioneer
in the integration of singing and voice/movement training for actors, states, “voice and
movement truly integrated can lift the level of performance in every aspect of an actor’s
work” (51). Jodie’s use of breath through voice enhanced the confidence of her
movement approach and her capacity as a physical storyteller.
I attached specific gestures to select words in Jodie’s narrative in an allusion to
pantomime in classical ballet. The hand opening “pink” gesture was Jodie’s original body
reflection when she vocalized the percussive word; together we crafted additional
gestures and movements, trying each on for size to see if they fit her storytelling
approach. Attention to time effort became a primary coaching focus for this section. Jodie
was her own metronome. She needed to coordinate breath, voice, movement, and gesture
so they complemented rather than competed with one another. These are the same
elements at play when coaching classic pantomime scenes in ballet repertoire for clarity.
Section 3: Cardiovascular Breath
The third movement is scored, like a conversation, for piano and marimba. The
organization of this pas de deux simulates the breath management needed to execute the
grand pas de deux from a traditional ballet in a condensed four and a half minutes. The
two dancers dance together, followed by solos and brief moments of rest, culminating in
simultaneous up-tempo movements and finally consecutive turns in place centerstage.
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With an audible exhalation, the dancers cue the music to begin, and they use
distinct breath cues to signal each other throughout this section. Employing intentional
breath cues in the duet’s first half encouraged a fuller exhalation that primed the
diaphragm for the more strenuous turning menèges and finale steps later in the section.
The dancers’ cardiovascular strength was certainly tested. But, they used momentum to
access greater depth of breath, particularly exhalation to allow fresh air to enter the lungs.
They did not get short of breath before the finish.
I emphasized shifts of weight in this section to highlight the music’s buoyancy. I
drew from Bournonville’s “desire for dance to be … a clear assertion of a spontaneous
joie de vivre” (McAndrew 513) and called attention to breath use in the allegro sections
to help facilitate greater full body coordination. I balanced choreographic structures such
as call and response and canon with unison moments to create the effect of a shared
conversation between the two dancers, and intentionally offset movement motifs such as
the beginning piqué phrase to separate the two voices.
Section 4: Patterned Breath
The fourth movement explores how four different breath patterns can inform
movement quality; this section also demonstrates how bodies can be organized to create
spatial “breath” or roominess on stage. The music does not have a clear melodic line but
layers instruments as it develops to an apex then dissipates. It is not countable. Ballet
dancers performing in group work often use counts as a vehicle to synchronize
movement, but the absence of this framework offered a challenge and opportunity for the
dancers to use breath to build a relationship with the music and in turn with each other.
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I referred to the dancers in this section as “The Four Winds,” each with its own
unique texture and force. I paired each dancer with a pattern that I felt would best
enhance and/or develop their existing movement quality. I gave Gasp to the tallest dancer
in the group to expand her lines and highlight elements of height and suspension. Sigh
went to the dancer who had difficulty softening her torso and working off her erect
centerline. Whisper was given to the dancer who had performed the spoken word section
and now needed a sense of expansive softness. The dancer who personified Babble has a
wonderful sense of musicality that I highlighted through syncopated movements. Each
dancer is introduced separately before joining in collective movement reflecting
symmetry and balance in the space. The dancers then have brief solos where their breath
pattern is more fully explored while the alternate dancers move in supportive formations
that further activate the space.
The primary focus for this section was using breath to bring forward varied effort
and shape qualities as well as create on stage relationships rooted in intention. As the
music was not countable, the dancers relied on various call and response movement cues
and played with how breath could inform their phrasing choices. They used their eyes
and breath through the torso to inform collective moments of port de bras and transitions
which expanded their awareness of each other and their individual part as a piece of a
greater whole. At a certain point as a choreographer, I gave the phrasing over to the
dancers to develop together. The music allowed the dancers the freedom to expand their
interpretation, and it was beautiful to see their clarity build from rehearsal to rehearsal. In
the section’s final moments, all four ladies are holding space in the corners of the stage,
suspended en pointe waiting for one to give the breath signal for all to draw together into
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a final diagonal. Spatially, this moment signifies the crest of the breath cycle, increasing
lung volume after a deep inhalation followed by a softening and closing effort of the
expiration.
Section 5: Collective Breath
The final movement of Breath Taking begins with a duet that sets the breath
rhythm for the remaining dancers to join as a corps de ballet. The music for the finale
section reprises melodies from the first movement that develop a strong, driving,
undercurrent. Breathwork in this section was expansive and reflected the broad nature of
the musical composition. The choreographic framework for this section’s second half
involves a series of formations that meld from one into another like a kaleidoscope. The
music then dissolves, and the dancers arrive in their final formation where their live
breath replaces recorded sound. A final exhalation concludes the work.
The dancers advance towards the audience facing forward for these final
vulnerable moments, each woman unique and individual within the collective whole. It is
common for dancers in the corps de ballet to feel replaceable or unremarkable; however,
through greater attention to breath there is opportunity for the corps to retain a sense of
their individuality.
Music Collaboration
I collaborated with composer Michael Wall on an original score. We had a series
of phone discussions about the work’s musical arc, specifically focusing on timbre and
texture. Michael brought forward instrumentation ideas which supported the emphasis for
each section. The orchestration included chimes, marimba and piano, which offered
resonating tones; a pump organ that pushed air in and out of the instrument much like
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breath; and the dancers’ recorded breath. Bouncing ideas off another artist helped me
gain clarity about my overall intent and propelled me to craft a textured relationship
between movement and sound.
Costuming
To highlight the performer’s individuality, I let each dancer select parts of their
costume. They wore a favorite leotard from their personal collection, which I then paired
with coordinating skirts to create a varied color palette. The hair was down, rather than
pulled back in a traditional ballet bun, with each dancer responsible for her own hair
design and small earrings. The result was a bouquet of color reflective of their
personalities, with their flowing hair highlighting the movement of surrounding air as
they danced.
Results and Implications for the Future
This choreographic project challenged me to create a framework which explored
the concept of breath usage in ballet. I shaped a movement exploration which brought
greater awareness to the dancers’ unique breath patterns and how this information could
be used to inform their movement choices. I looked at how breath could be made visible
through elements of design, costume, lighting, and use of choreographic space, and
broadened my creative capacity of working with sound through my collaboration with
composer Michael Wall. I gathered information regarding breathwork through a variety
of sources both somatic and dance related; importantly, I recognized the necessity of
creating a safe studio environment for dancer exploration and discovery so the intimate
nature of this practice could translate into a performative movement expression.
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The dancers for this work were not cast; instead, I asked for volunteers. Those
who responded to the call had varied body shapes, represented every ballet technique
level in the University of Oklahoma School of Dance and became the nine dancers in
Breath Taking. At first it was difficult to reframe the rehearsal power dynamic from the
traditional command style the dancers were used to — many were concerned that their
movement explorations were inherently inadequate and in need of “correction.” I was not
fully prepared for how the vulnerable nature of this process would reflect the dancers’
personal relationships with their body, image and mental health. However, I found that
the process of originating movement allowed the dancers a freedom of expression and
more agency that did not present as readily when learning national/regional repertoire. In
constructing a new work, they could not compare themselves to historical performances,
rather they embraced personal discovery in the moment of movement creation.
Breath Taking was performed for live audiences in the Reynolds Performing Arts
Center, Room 3002 at the University of Oklahoma School of Dance in Norman,
Oklahoma on Saturday, February 26, 2022. There were two afternoon performances, at
3:00 and 5:00 p.m., with a total attendance of approximately seventy people. Each
showing was also live streamed and recorded using the YouTube digital platform. It
received more than 450 views within the first week of posting. Following the
performances, I brought the dancers and lighting designer forward to join me in
discussing how breath informed some of our creative choices and then opened the floor
for questions. The work was very well received. Those in attendance were a mix of
university students and faculty as well as local community members. Many spoke of how
the dancers’ breathing affected their own breathing and emotional connection to the work
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as well as how it brought forward the human element that can be neglected in the ballet
form. One audience member responded in the Post-performance Questionnaire, “I felt
more invested in the movement and the dancers as humans when I heard them breathe.”
When asked how it made them feel to hear dancers breathing during a ballet/dance
performance, 95% of respondents said they like it or that it doesn’t bother them; negating
the notion that ballet dancers need to assume an unnatural facade to be effective
performers (Post-performance Questionnaire).
OU School of Dance Faculty in attendance noted a marked difference in the
carriage of the upper body in the Breath Taking dancers, specifying a release of ribcage
and shoulder tension that usually presents in their ballet classes and rehearsals. They also
expressed a qualitative difference in the performance, describing an increased sense of
freedom in all of the dancers. OU School of Dance majors present in the audience were
touched by how their colleagues approached this work. One student offered the following
commentary,
It's easy to be wrapped up tight in my own perfectionism, it's easy to be telling
myself to do better, it's easy to compare my flaws to the best qualities of someone
else, but it's a lot harder to be vulnerable. Yet, that vulnerability is what makes art
of movement able to tell a story that is only mine. Your piece highlighted that
quality of vulnerability I think many dancers, including myself, are afraid to
express because what if it's not good enough. But dance should not be centered
around being "good enough," because each individual has something only they
can offer and that is so much more impactful than the standards we hold ourselves
to. In being an audience member, I have never cared less about technique. Instead,
what I took away from the performance was the feeling … evoked, and that was
something truly special. (Post-performance Questionnaire)

The dancers in this project told me/said they had a profound experience in
working on Breath Taking. As they continued to breathe more intentionally in rehearsals,
breathing became an integral part of the choreography, which helped them manage their
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breath and allowed for more freedom of movement. Paying attention to the breath
patterns of others they danced with also helped many gain greater understanding of their
own. The majority expressed an increased focus on exhaling while dancing and the
capacity breath has for informing dynamics, stamina, fluidity and performance quality.
Many also noted the strong bonds they formed as a group due to the intimate nature of
the work and felt participating in this project was an affirming experience.
The overall response from dancers, faculty and general audience members is
reflective of my success in creating a work that invites an integrated use of breath in the
ballet form. Attention to breath as a mindful component of contemporary ballet pedagogy
stands to support the mind, body, spirit connection for dancers as they seek to develop as
artists. This choreographic project also highlighted the importance of language in the
dance environment; replacing words such as “hold” with more accurate “engage and
breathe.” For dancers to be seen as human onstage, teachers and rehearsal directors must
treat them so in the studio. Framing feedback as “information” rather than “correction”
and allowing dancers opportunity to engage through the use of open-ended questions
rather than rhetorical ones are select examples of how I strive to build student confidence
moving forward and shift dancer intent from wanting to please those at the front of the
room to experiencing the body in motion.
The goal of this thesis project was to see how I could make breathing useful
within ballet terms. My research explored how different practices use breath and the
creative portion of this thesis successfully incorporated aspects of these findings into a
ballet work. Ballet does not need to become something else, rather discoveries that other
movement fields have made need to be adapted to ballet.
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This process inspired me as a creator and choreographer and introduced aspects
for future research. Inspired by the spoken word/Section 2 of this thesis project, I am
interested in exploring how vocal work may influence breath coordination and become a
more mindful component of ballet pedagogy. Fitzmaurice Voicework® is a voice training
technique originally developed for actors which uses breathing exercises to help support
the whole human voice. Spoken word and song engage the natural use of the respiratory
system which includes a malleable ribcage — valuable for ballet dancers who often hold
upper body tension. Vocalization exercises prior to the ballet barre may prove valuable in
building strength and stamina from an athletic perspective, but also provide an
opportunity to give dancers voice in our often mute artform.
I imagine continued focus on breath use in ballet technique classes would bring
greater sensitivity to the dancers’ musicality, transition movements and phrasing, which I
believe would give them a competitive advantage in the professional dance world. The
eye is inherently drawn to those dancers who understand their relationship with the music
and energize the space through movement: valuable skills for dancers to have to get
noticed at an audition and casting opportunities. Additionally, breath study offers a
dynamic avenue of pedagogical study for those students wishing to pursue a role in dance
education. Breath supports fluidity of movement, tension management, enhanced
relationship to music, and fosters an enjoyment of dancing through space – all valuable
components of dance education.
What began as a collection of breathwork workshops for ballet dancers designed
to awaken the breath capacity of a stereotypical tense upper body carriage grew into this
thesis project. This research will inform how I coach future dancers in repertoire and has
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brought greater awareness to breath as an integral component of my choreography and
teaching. I now employ more mindful cuing of breath in my teaching practice, especially
during barre and adagio exercises when dancers have time to think about coordinating
their breath in movement. I also have made greater use of repeating the same center
combination using different music tempos and time signatures so dancers may explore
different relationships to their breath within the same movement coordination. I am
curious how a vocal warmup could aid dancers as a pre-barre exercise and am interested
in looking into this aspect of pedagogy in my next research endeavor.
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Appendix: Thesis Concert Documentation
A. Performance Program
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B. Section 2: Breath and Spoken Word Script
By Rebecca Herrin and Jodie Cone

I never got it back.
I don't know if that was hers or if it was mine
but I never saw it again.
It was a trending toy
they were called glitter balls, could get them at Walgreens they were bouncing, and
sparkling and mine was pink.
It was amazing.
Everyone wanted to play with me – it bounced super high, and we came up with games
New friends....
Bouncing,
bouncing,
bouncing,
toss,
bouncing,
roll – not too much rolling, didn’t want it to get dirty and scuffed – loose its sparkle.
We played for weeks – me my new friends – with my perfect pink ball.
Funny how you can put something down for just a moment, safely on top of my bag,
just to play a new game.
Swinging, swinging, swinging and laughing.
Only when it was time to go – my ball, it was gone.
It was pink so it, it would
you know if it was in the grass
we should be able to see it.
We should be able to see it.
Pink,
pink and in the grass.
I looked across the yard and she had one in her hand,
sparkly, bouncy and pink.
I don't know if it was hers or if it was mine.
I don't know if it was hers or if it was mine.
I don't know if it was hers or if it was mine.

